Database Infrastructure Assessment

We Can Provide
All Your DBA
Needs
Founded in 1994, Aspect Consulting,
Inc. (ACI) specializes in database
management services, with an established
base of clients across industries (references
available upon request).

Database Management
Service Offerings


Remote Database Monitoring



Database Administration



Backup and Recovery



RDBMS Software Installation,
Configuration, and Upgrades



Performance Tuning



Database Server Consolidation



Security Best Practices



Documentation of Configuration

Database Infrastructure Assessment
Valuable Service that Puts You in the Driver’s Seat

The database infrastructure assessment provides a snapshot of your company’s
database environment.
The DIA can answer important questions like “When am I going to run out of
disk space?” and “How can I identify and protect against malicious attempts
against our database?” It can be as comprehensive or specific as you need it to
be, and give you the peace of mind that your data is protected.
We target the following:
Identify Reliability and Stability Issues
Assess Overall Performance Levels
Forecast Data Growth
Evaluate Security or Confidentiality Risks

Upon analyzing any or all areas of your current database configuration, Aspect
then provides a detailed report that identifies and classifies any issues or
concerns. We determine if :
Team Approach
 Databases are up
Remote DBA monitoring and maintenance
 Disk or file space usage about to be exceeded
services include three tiers of support:
 Performance degradations occur
 Missed backups occur
 Security best practices are violated
This thorough assessment pinpoints where systems are vulnerable, or what
capacity exists to support the growth of your business now and in the future.
Most importantly, seeing the ‘big picture’ of your company’s database
infrastructure will give you confidence in knowing that your system are healthy
One primary and two secondary DBAs and able to grow along with your business.
will become familiar with your environment.

The secondary DBAs will have the ability
to respond to any critical situation as well as
the primary DBA, for comprehensive
coverage.

And, we can be engaged to act quickly and efficiently to ensure your
data is protected. Our experts have years of detailed, hands-on operational
knowledge to manage your day-to-day database support needs.
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